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0. Introduction
Let M=[u=0] be a smooth hypersurface of a domain 0 in C2. As it
is well known M is Levi flat if and only if
0 uz1 uz2
L(u)=&det \uz 1 uz 1z1 uz 1z2+=0.uz 2 uz 2z1 uz 2z2
In general, for a given M we introduce the function kL(M)=L(u)3|u|, the
‘‘Levi curvature’’ of M( |u| 2=|uz1 |
2+|uz2 |
2). |kL(M)| depends only on M
and kL(M)0 means that locally on [u=0], [u<0] is pseudoconvex
[12].
L(u), viewed as a differential operator acting on u is called the Levi
operator (for non Cartesian hypersurfaces); L(u) is an elliptic degenerate
quasi-linear operator.
In this paper we study for L(u) the Dirichlet problem (C): L(u)=k |u| 3
in 0, u= g on b0 where 0 is bounded and strictly pseudoconvex,
k=k(z, t) is a real function on 0_R and g : b0  R. The geometric counter
part of this problem is the following: given a bounded domain 0 in C2 and
a family of hypersurfaces #c=[ g=c] of b0 find a family of level sets
Mc=[u=c] such that bMc=#c and kL(Mc)=k( } , c). In particular, when
k=0 then the level sets Mc form a family of Levi flat hypersurfaces with
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prescribed boundaries #c=[ g=c] and an additional problem is whether
or not Mc is the envelope of holomorphy of #c . The problem of finding a
bounded Levi flat hypersurface M in C2 with prescribed boundary # has
been intensively studied in several papers, starting from the classical one of
Bedford and Gaveau [2] where an existence theorem is proved when # is
a topological 2-sphere which is a graph with only two elliptic points,
belonging to the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain in C2.
Moreover M is the envelope of holomorphy of #. The analogous result for
a topological 2-sphere with two generic complex points belonging to the
boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain is due to Gromov [11]. In
the general situation (i.e. when # is a smooth compact surface belonging to
the boundary 7 of a strictly pseudoconvex domain) BedfordKlingenberg
[3] and Eliashberg [8] have proved that there exists a surface in 7, C 2-
close to # which bounds a Levi flat hypersurface. The existence theorem
when # is a continuous graph has been proved by Shcherbina [14] (see
also [1], [7]). We refer to the original papers for results analysis of
methods, proofs and geometric implications. A good survey is also [5].
The methods of the PDE theory have been applied in [19], [20] in
order to prove the existence of a graph (in C2 and Cn, n3 respectively)
with prescribed Levi curvature and boundary. This amounts to solve a
Dirichlet problem for an elliptic degenerate operator which is quasi-linear
for n=2 and fully non linear for n3.
Going back to the initial problem (C), in the first part of the paper we
introduce the notion of ‘‘weak solution’’ (in the sense of viscosity [9]) of
L(u)=k |u| 3 and we prove that if 0 is bounded and strictly pseudocon-
vex, g # C2, :(b0), 0<:<1, and k # C1(0 _R) satisfies appropriate condi-
tions then a weak solution u exists in Lip(0 ) (Sect. 2, Th. 2.3).
The second part is devoted to the homogeneous problem: L(u)=0 in 0,
u= g on b0 where g # C0(b0).
We study weak solutions of L(u)=0 in terms of geometric properties of
their level and sublevel sets [u=c] and [u<c]. The crucial property is
that if u is a weak upper semicontinuous subsolution of L(u)=0 then for
every c, [u<c] is pseudoconvex and [uc] has the ‘‘local maximum
property’’ (Sect. 3, Lemma 3.1 and Cor. 3.2). We apply these properties to
prove, by the Perron method that the homogeneous problem with
g # C 0(b0) has a weak solution (Sect. 4, Lemma 4.1 and Cor. 4.2).
Finally, in Sect. 5 we discuss the problem of hulls and unicity. In contrast
with the case of a single boundary studied in [19], in the present one, due
to the fact that the matrix of L(u) can vanish identically, unicity fails to be
true in general (Sect. 1). In fact by the Perron method we prove that there
exist an upper weak solution and a lower weak solution (Cor. 4.2) uniquely
determined by g (Prop. 4.3) and then Proposition 5.5 shows that unicity is
intimately related to the hulls of the surfaces [ g=c] with respect to P(0),
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the space of all continuous functions in 0 which are plurisubharmonic in
0: the Dirichlet problem L(u)=0 in 0, u= g on b0 has a unique solution
if and only if the intersection of the P(0)-hulls of two different level sets of
g is empty. A sufficient condition for this is that every such P(0)-hull has
an empty interior.
1. Preliminaries
Let u be continuous (or more generally upper semicontinuous) on 0. We
say that u is a weak subsolution of L(u)=k( } , u) |u| 3 if given z% # 0 and
, # C(0) we have
L(,)(z%)k(z%, u(z%)) |z| 3
whenever u&, has a local maximum at z%; u continuous (or more
generally lower semicontinuous) is defined to be a weak supersolution if
L(,)(z%)k(z%, u(z%)) |,(z%)|3
whenever z% is a local minimum point for u&,. We say that u # C0(0) is
a weak solution if it is both a weak subsolution and a weak supersolution.
Let us denote usc(0) the space of all upper semicontinuous functions in 0
and let [u:], : # A be a subset of usc space (0). Let u=sup u: and u* be
the upper semicontinuous envelope of u : u*(z)=lim supz$  z u(z$). In the
sequel we will use the following
Lemma 1.1. Assume that u is locally bounded from the above in 0 and
let B=B(z%, r) be a ball of radius r centered at z% such that B /0 and
, # C0(B ) be such that (u&,)(z%)(u&,)(z) for z # B &[z%]. Then there
is a sequence zn  z% and indices :n # A such that for every n the function
u:n&, has a maximum at z
n (relative to B ).
Proof. Assume without lost of generality that (u&,)(z%)=0. For every
integer n, such that 1nr let &$=max[(u&,)(z) :
1
n|z&z%|r]. Since
u&, has a strict maximum (=0) at z% (relative to B ), &$<0 i.e. $n>0.
Moreover, since , is continuous u*&,=(u&,)*. Geometrically, the
definition of the upper semicontinuous regularization ‘‘ V ’’ means that
[(z, s) # B_[&, +) : s(u*&,)(z)]
is the closure of :[(z, s) : s(u:&,)(z)].
Thus for every n there is a point (zn, sn) # B_R and :n # A such
that sn(u:n&,(z
n)0 and |zn&z%|+|sn| 12 min($n ,
1
n); in particular
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|zn&z%| 1n, &
1
2 $n(u:n&,)(z
n)]0. Let now zn denote any of the
points where the function (u:n&,) |B attains maximum. Since
(u:n&,)(z
n)&
1
2
$n>&$n
max {(u&,)(z) : 1n|z&z%|r=
>max {(u:n&,)(z) : 1n|z&z%|r=
we conclude that |zn&z%| 1n i.e. z
n  z%.
Corollary 1.2. Let u: , u* be like in the last lemma. Assume further
that every u: is a weak subsolution of L(u)=k |z| 3 where k # C0(0_R).
Then if k is nonincreasing with respect to t # R, u* is also a weak subsolution.
Proof. Let , # C(B), B=B(z%, r) and suppose u*&, has a maximum
at z%. Let ,=(z)=,(z)+= |z&z%| 2. Then ,= has strict maximum at z%. By
Lemma 1.1 there are points zn  z% and :n # A such that u:n&,= have
maximum at zn and so
L(,=)(zn)k(zn, u:n(z
n)) |,=(zn)|3k(zn, u(zn)) |,=(zn)| 3.
Moreover for every positive ’, u(zn)<u*(zn)+’ for n large. It follows,
letting n  ,
L(,=)(z%)k(z%, u*(z%)+’) |,=(z%)| 3
and from this, by passing to the limit first with =  0 and then with ’  0
we obtain
L(,)(z%)k(z%, u*(z%)) |,(z%)|3.
Still in the range of the general properties we point out the following: if
u is a weak solution of L(u)=k |,| 3 where k=k(u) and F : R  R is con-
tinuous, then F (u) is a weak solution.
The maximum principle holds for regular solutions in the following
form:
Proposition 1.3. Let u # C 2(0) & C0(0 ), k # C0(0_R) and 0 be
bounded. If L(u)&k |z| 30 (0) and k(z, u(z))0 (0) then
max
0
u=max
b0
u (min
0
u=min
b0
u).
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In particular if k=0 and L(u)=0
max
0
|u|=max
b0
|u|.
Proof. Let u be as in the first part of the statement and consider the
linear operator
Lu=|u2 | 2
2
z1z 1
&2 Re u1 u2
2
z2z 2
+|u1 |2
2
z2z 2
and for =>0 the function u= u+= |z&a| 2 where a  0. We have
[u= = 0] & [u = 0] = < and Lu (u=) = L(u) + =( |u1| 2 + |u2| 2) 
k( |u1 |2+|u2 | 2)32+=( |u1 | 2+|u2 | 2)0.
It follows that u= has no local maximum in 0. For if z% is such a point
then u=(z%)=0, u(z%){0 and Lu(u=)(z%)>0, which is impossible since
the matrix of Lu has at least one positive eigenvalue.
Thus u=maxb0 u= for every z # 0 and letting =  0 we obtain
u(z)maxb0 u.
This proves the first part of the statement. The second part follows
applying the above argument to u= u&= |z&a| 2.
The extension of this principle to weak solutions is more delicate and we
postpone it to Section 3 where the geometric properties of weak solutions
are studied intensively.
Combining the maximum principle with the remark before Prop. 1.3 we
obtain the following: if u is a weak solution of L(u)=0 the level sets
[u=c] are noncompact (for if [u=c] were compact then for &(u&c)2
the maximum principle would be violated).
Concerning the comparison principle we point out that it does not hold
in general even for regular solutions as it is shown by the following simple
example: 0=[ |z1| 2+|z2| 2], u=|z| 2, v=1&|z1|2.
The reason is that [u=0] & [v=0] is not empty. Indeed the follow-
ing holds true:
Proposition 1.4. Let u, v # C2(0) & C2(0 ) be such that L(u)L(v) and
|u| 2+|v| 2>0. If uv on b0 then uv in 0 . In particular u=v whenever
u=v on b0.
Proof. We may assume u, v # C1(0 ) and |u| 2+|v| 2>0 in 0 . Put
A=[u=0], B=[v=0] and first assume A=<. Let w=u&v; then
Q(w)=L(u)&L(v)=:
:;
a:; w:; +Re :
:
b:w:
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where w:=wz: , w:; =wz:z ; , (a:; )=(a:; (u)) is the matrix of L(u) and by
hypothesis 0(w)0. We may also assume that x1 and x2 are positive in
0 (z1=x1+ix2 , z2=x3+ix4).
Consider the function w= w+=(exp $x1+exp $x2) where =>0 and $ is
a positive constant. Then
Q(w=)=Q(w)+=$($a11 +b1+b$1) exp $x1+=$($a22 +b2+b$2) exp $x2 .
Since a11 +a22 >0, for every fixed compact K/0 there exists $ such that
0(w=)>0 in K. Moreover (a:; ) has a positive eigenvalue *=|u1| 2+|u2| 2.
It follows that w= has no local maximum in K and consequently letting
=  0 that maxK w=maxbK w. In particular it follows that max0 w=
maxb0 w.
Thus we deduce that in our hypothesis
max
0 "A
w=max
b0"A
w
max
0 "B
w=max
b0"B
w.
Now let z # b(0"A), z$ # b(0"B) be points of maximum for the restriction
of u&v to 0"A and 0"B respectively; z and z$ must be in b0, for
otherwise z # 0 & A and consequently u(z)=v(z)=0 and A & B=<
which is a contradiction.
Thus max0(u&v)=maxb0(u&v) provided A & B=< and this proves
our statement.
Remark 1.1. More generally the following can be proved (still assum-
ing that A & B=<):
(i) if L(u)|u| 3, L(v)|u| 3 and k(z, u(z))k(z, v(z)) then
max
0
(u&v)=max
b0
(u&v)
(ii) if L(u)|u| 3, L(v)|u| 3 and k(z, u(z))k(z, v(z)) then
min
0
(u&v)=min
b0
(u&v).
2. Existence Theorem
We want to prove in this section an existence theorem for the Dirichlet
problem stated in Section 0.
To do this we perturb L by the uniform elliptic operator L= L+=2 and
we consider the approximated problem: L=(u)=k( |u| 2+=)32, =>0 in 0
and u= g on b0.
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The existence theorem for this problem will follow from the a priori
estimates max0 |u|<C, max0 |u|<C$, C, C$ constants depending only
on g.
Lemma 2.1. Let R be the radius of the smallest ball containing 0 . Sup-
pose that k is continuous on 0 _R and that sup0 _R |k|<1R. Then for
every solution u # C2(0) & C0(0 ) of L=(u)=k( |u| 2+=)32 we have the
estimate
max
0
|u|max
b0
|u|+R2
for =z0.
Proof. Let k(z)=k(z, u(z)) and v=&|z&a| 2 where a is the center of
the smallest ball containing 0 . Then L=(v)=&|z&a| 2&2= and by virtue of
the hypothesis on k, we have
L=(u)&k( |u| 2+=)32&L=(v)&k( |v| 2+=)32>0
uniformly for =z0. Denoting w=u&v, the above inequality can be written
Q=(w)+ :
2
:=1
(b: w:+b: w: )>0
where Q= is elliptic. Thus we obtain
max
0
(u&v)=max
b0
(u&v)
as a consequence of the comparison principle.
Analogously we have L=(&v)=&L=(v) and
max
0
(&u&v)=max
b0
(&u&v)
Combining these two equalities we get the desired estimate.
Let us now suppose that b0 is defined by [\=0] where \ is smooth in
a neighborhood of 0 and 0=[\<0]. Denote by kL=L(\)|\| 3 the Levi
curvature of b0.
Let g # C 2(b0) and u # C 2(0) & C1(0 ) be a solution of the approximated
problem: L=(u)=k( |u| 2+=)32 in 0 and u= g on b0, =>0.
Lemma 2.2. Let k satisfy the following property:
(i)
k
t
0, k22 |k|.
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Then for every solution u # C2(0) & C 1(0 ) of L=(u)=k( |u| 2+=)32 we have
max
0
|u|=max
b0
|u|
If, in addition, 0 is strictly pseudoconvex and
(ii) sup
t # R
|k(z, t)|<kL(z) \z # b0
then for every solution u # C2(0) & C1(0 ) of the approximated problem we
have the estimate
max
0
|u|<C
where C is a constant depending only on g, Dg, D2g ( for =z0).
Proof. Let w=|u| 2=|u1 | 2+|u2 | 2. We have
w:= :
2
#=1
(u:# u# +u:# u#) (2.1)
w:; = :
2
#=1
(u:#; u# +u:# u# ; +u:# u; #+u:# ; u#). (2.2)
Furthermore
L=(u)= :
2
:, ;=1
(a:; +=$:;) u:; =k( |u| 2+=)32. (2.3)
Differentiate (2.3) with respect to z # , (z#), multiply by u# , (u# ) and sum
over #; we obtain two differential equations for w from which, owing to
(2.1), (2.2) we derive for w the elliptic equation
:
2
:, ;=1
b:; w:; +Re :
2
:=1
b:w:= :
2
:, ;, #=1
b:; u:#u; # + :
2
:, ;=1
b:; u:# u; #
+(w+=)32 \2 Re  k } u+2 kt w+ (2.4)
where b:; =a:; +=$:; and
 k } u= :
2
:=1
k
z :
u
z:
.
The first summand in the right side is nonnegative and for the second we
have (CauchySchwarz inequality)
:
2
:, ;, #=1
a:; u:# u; #
(2:, ;=1 a:; u:; )
2
Tr A
k2
(w+=)3
(w+2=)
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where Tr A=w+2= is the trace of (a:; +=$:;). It follows that the right side
in (2.4) is greater than
(w+=)32 _k2 (w+=)
32
(w+2=)
&2 |k|w12+2
k
t
w&
and this quantity is nonnegative by virtue of (i). Now we invoke the maxi-
mum principle to obtain the first part of the statement.
The second part reduces to bound on b0 the outward normal
derivatively u& of a solution of the approximated problem.
To this end let c0 be such that for 0cc0 the hypersurfaces [\=&c]
are smooth and (ii) holds for [\=&c]. Let V
%
=[z # 0 : &c
%
<\<0].
Consider v= g+a\, v$= g&a\ where a>0 is a constant. We have
v=v$ on b0, and vu, v$u on [\=&c
%
] provided a(1c
%
)
(max0 g+max0 |u| ). Hence vu and v$u on bV%.
Furthermore, if k(z)=k(z, u(z)) we have
L=(v)&k( |v| 2+=)32)=a3 |\| 3 _kL+ P(a)a3 |\| 3&k
( |v| 2+=)32
a3 |\| 3 &
where P(a) is a polynomial in a whose coefficients are uniformly bounded
as =z0 and deg(P)2.
Thus owing to (ii), we have
L=(v)&k( |v| 2+=)32>0
in V
%
for a>>0, uniformly with respect to =z0.
In the same way we obtain that L=(v)&k( |v| 2+=)32<0 in V% fora>>0. Now we invoke the comparison principle to deduce that v
uv$ in V
%
and consequently that v&v&v$&. This ends the
proof.
Now we are in position to prove the following
Theorem 2.3. Let b0 be strictly pseudoconvex, g # C2, :(b0), 0<:<1
and k # C1(0 _R) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2. Then the Dirichlet
problem L(u)=k |u| 3 in 0 and u= g on b0 has a weak solution u # Lip(0 ).
Proof. The hypothesis and Lemma 2.2 guarantee that for 0<=<1 the
approximated problem L=(u)=k( |u| 2+=)32 in 0 and u= g in b0 has a
(unique) solution u= # C 2, :(0 ) [10] and that [u=] is a bounded set in
C1(0 ). In view of AscoliArzela theorem there is a sequence [u=&] of solu-
tions such that, u&  u # C0(0 ) as =&  0: u is a weak solution for our
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problem. Indeed let , be smooth in 0 and such that u&, has a strict
(local) maximum at z% # 0. Then there exists a sequence z&  z% such that
u=& , has a maximum at z
& (Lemma 1.1). Then we have
L=&(,)(z
&)k(z&, u=&(z
&))( |(,(z&)| 2+=&)32
and letting =&  0
L(,)(z%)k(z%, u(z%)) |(,(z%)|3.
If z% is a local maximum but not necessarely strict we repeat the above
argument with , replaced by ,+|z&z%|4.
This proves that u is a weak subsolution.
In the same way we show that u is a weak supersolution and this con-
cludes the proof.
3. The Main Lemma
From now on we will always mean by a weak solution (subsolution) of
the homogeneous Levi equation L(u)=0.
In this section we prove a lemma which is the basic tool to study the
level and sublevel sets of a weak solutions.
For the convenience of the reader we recall now basic facts related to the
local maximum principle and pseudoconvexity. Let X/(Cn), n2 be a
locally closed subset (i.e., X=X /U, for some open subset of Cn, where X
denotes the closure). We say that X has the local maximum property
(l.m.p.) if, for every given, z% # X and its bounded neighburhood N/Cn on
such that N & X is compact, and for every function , p.s.h. in a
neighbourhood of N , it holds
max
N & X
= max
bN & X
. (3.1)
There are two useful characterizations of this property shown in [16].
X has the l.m.p. if and only if one of the two following equivalent condi-
tions holds:
(a) condition (3.1) holds for every =|P(z)| where P(z) is a polyno-
mial in z1 , ..., zn ;
(b) there do not exist z% # X, =>0, and a p.s.h. function  on the ball
B=B(z%, r) such that (z%)=0 and &= |z&z%|2 for z # X & B.
In particular, (b) implies that if Z is compact in Cn, X "X/Z has the
l.m.p., then X/Z , where Z is the hull of Z with respect to the algebra
C[z1 , ..., zn], [17].
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The l.m.p. is stable with respect to the passage to limit. Assume that
[X&] is a sequence of locally closed sets with the l.m.p., which are relatively
closed in a common open set U, that is, X & & U=X& . If X &  X in the
Hausdorff metric and X & U=<, then X & U has the l.m.p.
We recall now two results which connect the l.m.p. with the notion of
pseudoconvexity. The first is a version of the well known ‘‘Kontinuita tsatz’’
[18]. Let [X&] be a sequence of relatively compact subsets in U. Assume
that every X& has the l.m.p. and that
(c) Z=lim sup&  (X &&X&), is a compact subset of U,
(d) there is a sequence [z&], z& # X& converging to z # Cn"U;
then U is not pseudoconvex.
The second fact concerns the duality between pseudoconvexity and l.m.p.
in C2. A relatively closed subset X of U/C2 has the l.m.p. if and only if
U=V"X is relatively pseudoconvex in V (i.e., V is locally pseudoconvex at
the points of bV & U). In particular, if U is pseudoconvex then X has the
l.m.p. if and only if V is pseudoconvex ([17], Th. 2).
It will be convenient to use the following modification of the ‘‘Kon-
tinuita tsatz’’ (which follows easily from the one given above).
Let V be a bounded open set in Cn, n2, Y/V relatively closed and
U=V"Y. Let [X&] be a sequence of relatively closed subsets in U. Assume
that every X& has l.m.p. and that U is pseudoconvex. Assume further that
X & & Y &=<, & # N and that Z=lim sup&   (X &&X&), which is a com-
pact subset of bV is disjoint from Y . Then the set X=lim sup&   X & is
disjoint from Y i.e. X"Y /U.
We will need the following fact (see [16] for more general formulation).
Let X have l.m.p., X compact and  : X  [&, +) be an upper
semicontinuous function such that  |X has a p.s.h. extension to a
neighbourhood of X. Then maxX =maxX "X .
Lemma 3.1. Let u # usc(0), 0/C2, be a weak subsolution. Then for
every c # R the set [u<c] is pseudoconvex.
Proof. We use the following fact which is probably classical, but which
we could not find in the literature in exactly this form.
Fact. Let 0 be a domain in C2. Suppose that 0 is not pseudoconvex.
Then there is a point p0 # b0, r>0 and new holomorphic coordinates
(‘1 , ‘2) defined in the ball B( p0 , r) such that: (‘1( p0), ‘2( p0))=(0, 0),
Re ‘1( p)>0 for every p # B( p0 , r)"0 _ [ p%].
This can be seen in the following manner.
As it is well known ([13], IX, Sec. 10, 11) if 0 is not pseudoconvex then
there is a local holomorphic coordinate system (z1 , z2) defined in some
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domain V/C2 with V & b0{<, such that V contains the closures of the
following sets
2=[ |z1&z01 |<r, \$<|x3&x
0
3 |<\] _ [ |z&z
0|<r$, \$<|x2&x02 |<\]
2*=[ |z1&z01 |<r, |x2&x
0
2 |<\]
where 0<r$<r, 0<\$<\ and 2/0 but
2 & b0/[ |z&z0|<r$, \$<|x2&x02 |<\]
and 2 & b0=2 & 0c is nonempty, 0c=(C2"0). Clearly
max[&log |z1( p)| : p # 2 & (C2"0)]
=&log r$>max[&log |z1( p)| : p # b2 & (C2"0)].
Due to an elementary fact [16] we can perturb a function obtaining
maximum on a compact set arbitrary little by a linear function so that
maximum is strict, i.e. for every =>0 there is a linear combination
l=(z1 , z2)=a=z1+b=z2+c= with |a= |+|b= |<= and a point p= # 0c & 2 such
that
&log |z1( p)|+Re l=(z1( p=), z2( p=))>&log |z( p)|+Re l=(z1( p), z2( p)) (3.2)
for every p # 0c & 2 "[ p=].
If =>0 is small enough, then
‘1( p)=&[&log z1( p)+l=(z1( p), z2( p))]
‘2( p)=z2( p)&z2( p=)
have nonvanishing Jacobian at p= and form a local system near p= (log is
a local branch of logarithm). Setting c= log z1( p=) we get ‘1( p=)=0. By
(3.2), ‘1 , ‘2 have all the required properties. Now suppose that for some
c # R the set [u<c] is not pseudoconvex. We will show that this con-
tradicts the assumption that u is a weak subsolution.
We can assume without lost of generality that c=0. If [u<0] is not
pseudoconvex then, by the last fact, there is a point p
%
# [u0], a complex
coordinates system (‘1 , ‘2) on a neighbourhood V of p% , V/0 and
(‘1( p%), ‘2( p%))=(0, 0) such that
[ p # V : u( p)0]/[Re ‘1>0] _ [ p%].
Denote ‘1=!1+i!2 , ‘2=!3+i!4 . It is convenient to choose a smaller
compact neighbourhood K/V, in the form of parallelepiped
K=[(‘1 , ‘2) : !1 # [&a, a], !2 , !3 , !4 # [&b, b]],
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a, b>0. One can easily choose a, b>0 so that the following conditions
hold: p
%
=(0, 0), K/V/0, diam (K)1, [ p # bK : u( p)0]/[a]_
(&b, b)3. By the last condition there is d # (0, 14) such that
u( p)<&4d (3.3)
for p # Y=bK"[a]_(&b, b)3 (note that u is u.s.c. and Y is compact).
Let now
/
%
(t)={max[u(!1 , !2 , ‘2) : &a!1t, (‘1 , ‘2) # K]0
if t0
if &at<0.
It is obvious that /
%
: [&a, a]  [0, +) is a nondecreasing function; it
is more delicate, but still easy to observe that /
%
is an u.s.c. function, since
u is. Clearly /
%
(0)=u(0, 0)0. (A word of caution: even though
(0, 0) # b[u0] since u does not have to be continuous, we cannot claim
that u(0, 0)=0).
We modify /
%
slightly by letting /(t)=/
%
(t)+max[ta, 0] for
t # [&a, a]. Then / : [&a } a]  R is strictly increasing. Observe that
/(1)=1+/
%
(1)=1+max
K
u4d+u( p),
p # [a]_(&b, b)3=bK"Y for d<14. On other hand, for (‘1 , ‘2) # Y, we
have, by (3.3) u( p)+4d<0/
%
(!1)/(!). Thus u(‘1 , ‘2)+4d</(!) for
(‘1 , ‘2) # bK. Choose now a smooth function , : [&a, a]  [0, +) such
that: /(t),(t), ,(0)</(0)+d=u(0, 0)+d, ,$(t)>0, t # [&a, a].
Denote
m= min
&ata
,$(t), M=max \0, max&ata ,"(t)+ .
Then m>0. Fix now $>0 such that 4$M<m2, 4$<d and consider a one-
parameter family of functions c$(‘1 , ‘2)=,(!1)&$ |‘2 | 2+c$, (‘1 , ‘2) # K.
Observe that for c$=d, c$&$ |‘2 | 2d&$0, hence du on K. Let c be
the smallest value of c$ such that c$u on K; that is u(‘1 , ‘2)c(‘1 , ‘2),
(‘1 , ‘2) # K and u(‘%1 , ‘%2)c(‘%1 , ‘%2), for some (‘%1 , ‘%2) # K. We claim that
(‘%1 , ‘%2) is contained in the interior of K. Indeed, since ,(0)</(0)+d,
c>&d. Then for (‘1 , ‘2) # bK
c(‘1 , ‘2)=,(!1)&$ |‘2 | 2+c>/(!1)&$>u(‘1 , ‘2)
+4d&$&d>u(‘1 , ‘2)+2d
by (3.3).
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We conclude that u&c has a local maximum at (‘%1 , ‘%2) relative to a
neighbourhood of (‘%1 , ‘%2). We will show now that L(c)(‘%1 , ‘%2)<0, con-
tradicting thereby the assumption that u is a weak subsolution.
Since c‘ 1‘2=
c
‘1‘ 2=0 we get
L(c)(‘%1 , ‘%2)=c‘1‘ 1 |
c
‘2 |
2+c‘2‘ 2 |
c
‘1 |
2.
By elementary computations
c‘1=
1
2
,$(!1), c‘2=&$‘ 2 , 
c
‘1‘ 1=
1
4
,"(!1), c‘2‘ 2=&$
L(c)(‘%1 , ‘%2)=
1
4
,"(!%1) $2 |‘%2 | 2&
$
4
,$(!%1)2
1
4
M$2 |‘%2 | 2&
1
4
$m2
(because |‘%2 |1) and consequently
L(c)(‘%1 , ‘%2) 14 $($M&m
2)<0
because, by (3.3), M$<m2.
This concludes the proof of the main lemma.
Corollary 3.2. Let u # usc(0), 0 / C2 pseudoconvex. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) u is a weak subsolution;
(ii) for every real c, [u<c] is pseudoconvex ( provided nonempty);
(iii) for every real c the set X=[uc] has l.m.p. ( provided non-
empty).
Proof. Since 0"X=[u<c], (ii) and (iii) are equivalent by the intro-
ductory remarks. By the Main Lemma, (i) implies (ii). Thus it remains to
show that (iii) implies (i). Suppose that u is not a weak subsolution. Then
there is a point z% # 0 and a function , # C(B(z%, r)), r>0 such that
u(z%)=,(z%) and u&, has strict local maximum at z% and L(,)(z%)<0.
Without lost of generality L(,)(z)<0 in B=B(z%, r), i.e. L(&,)(z)>0,
hence the set [,,(z%)] & B is strictly pseudoconvex near z%. Denote
c=,(z%). Since ,u in B we have the inclusion [uc] & B/[,c] & B,
with z% belonging to the boundary of both sets. Since the latter is strictly
pseudoconvex at z%, there is a p.s.h. function  in perharps a smaller ball
B(z%, =), =>0, such that (z%)=0, (z)<0 for z # [,c] & B(z%, 0)"[z%].
By the above inclusion, this means that the set [uc] does not have l.m.p.
at z% # [uc] contrarily to the assumption (iii).
Remark 3.1. An analogous characterization of weak supersolutions
follows immediately by replacing u by &u.
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Theorem 3.3. Let u # C0(0), 0/C2 pseudoconvex. Then the following
are equivalent:
(i) u is a weak solution;
(ii) for every c # R, both sets [uc] and [uc] are pseudoconvex
(whenever nonempty);
(iii) for every c # R, both sets [uc] and [uc] have l.m.p. (when-
ever nonempty);
(iv) for every c # R, the set [u=c] has l.m.p. (if it is nonempty).
Proof. The equivalence of (i), (ii), (iii) follows from 3.2 and remark.
Prove that (ii) implies (iv). Since [u<c] and [u>c] are disjoint and
pseudoconvex, their union [u{c] is pseudoconvex and so, by the duality
between pseudoconvexity and l.m.p., 0"[u{c]=[u=c] has l.m.p.. Con-
versely, if [u=c] has l.m.p., 0"[u=c]=[u{c]=[u<c] _ [u>c] is
pseudonvex. Since each of [u>c], [u<c] is a union of a collection of
(disjoint) connected components of the pseudoconvex set [u{c], both
[u<c] and [u>c] are pseudoconvex.
This shows that (iv) implies (i).
Corollary 3.4. Let u # usc(0 ), 0 open and relatively compact in C2.
Assume that u |0 is a weak subsolution. Then
max
0
u=max
b0
u.
Proof. Let M=max0 u, m=maxb0 u. Suppose M>m. By 3.2 the set
X=[uM] has l.m.p. But this is contradiction because when M>m then
X is compact and so it cannot have l.m.p.
4. Perron Method
We will now apply the above observation to the study of the
homogeneous Dirichlet problem: L(u)=0 in 0, u= g in b0 where
g # C 0(b0). We will use Perron method to show that all the weak solutions
corresponding to given g are contained between two extreme weak solu-
tions, obtaining incidentally a new proof of existence of weak solutions.
We will use the following assumptions on boundary regularity of 0. We
say that 0 is P-regular, if for every z% # b0 and r>0 there is a continuous
function  in B(z%, r) & 0 such that (z%)=0, (z)<0 for z=z% and  is
p.s.h. in B(z%, r) & 0.
The following is well known.
Let 0 be a bounded P-regular domain in Cn and g # C0(b0).Then the
Dirichlet problem for the homogeneous complex MongeAmpe re equation
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MA(v)=0 in 0, v= g on b0 has a unique weak p.s.h. solution v
*
# C0(0 )
and a unique weak plurisuperharmonic solution v* # C0(0 ) [4].
Let us denote V+=V+( g) the set of the functions v # usc(0 ) such that:
(i) v is a weak subsolution of L(v)=0 in 0
(ii) vg on b0.
Lemma 4.1. Let 0/C2 be a bounded P-regular domains and
g # C0(b0). Let u+(z)=sup v(z) for v # V+, z # 0. Then u+ # C 0(0 ) and
u+|0 is a weak solution, with u
+
|b0= g.
Proof. Observe first that all v in V+ are bounded from the above by
maxb0 g, for max0 v=maxb0 vmaxb0 g, by 3.4. Also, the class is
nonempty for it contains minb0 g. Hence u+ is a well-defined bounded
function.
Assertion 1. For every weak subsolution v in the definition of u+,
vv* in 0 . Hence u+(z)v*(z) in 0 .
To see this, fix v and z% # 0 and denote c=v(z%), X=[z # 0 : v(z)c].
Then X "X/[z # b0 : v(z)c] (because v is u.s.c.). Thus for z # X "X,
v*(z)= g(z)v(z)c i.e. &v*(z)&c on X "X. Since &v* is continuous
on 0 , p.s.h. on 0 and X/0 has l.m.p. we have maxX (&v*)=
maxX "X (&v*)&c. Since z% # X we obtain &v*(z%)&c=&v(z%) i.e.
v(z%)v*(z%). Now by 1.2 the u.s.c. regularization (u+)* of u+ is a weak
subsolution in 0. Since u+v* and v* is continuous, (u+)*v* and
(u+)*|b0g. Thus (u+)* is one of the subsolutions v from the definition of
u+, hence (u+)*u+ which implies (u+)*=u+, i.e. u+ is an u.s.c. weak
subsolution. Observe further that the p.s.h. Bremermann function v
*
[6] is
one of the subsolutions v in the definition of u+, hence v
*
u+v* in 0 .
Since v
*
=v* on b0, we conclude that u+ is continuous at each point of
b0, i.e. limz  z% u
+(z%)= g(z%) for z # 0 , z% # b0. We are now in position to
apply the generalized principle of Walsh [21] to the effect that
Assertion 2. u+ # C%(0 ). Walsh considered liberally only envelopes like
u+ for the class of p.s.h. functions but his argument applies without any
change in the following general situation.
Assertion 3. Let F be a class of u.s.c. functions defined on all open
subsets of Rn and satisfying the following properties: (i) F contains con-
stants; (ii) F is preserved by addition of constants; (iii) F is translation
invariant; (iv) a function belongs to F if and only if belongs to F locally;
(v) properties formulated in 1.1 and 1.2 hold for F
For every bounded 0/Rn and g # C%(b0) define
e( g, F)(x)=sup[v(x) : v # usc(0 ), v |0 # F, vb0g].
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Suppose that for a given g the function e( g, F) is continuous at z% # b0.
Then e( g, F) is continuous on 0 .
Since the class of weak subsolutions satisfies all the properties of Asser-
tion 3, and u+ is continuous on b0, u+ is continuous on 0 .
It remains to show that u+ is a weak supersolution. Indeed, if not, then
there are z% # 0, r>0, B=B(z%, r)/0 and , smooth on a neighbourhood
of B such that ,(z%)=u+(z%), ,(z)<u+(z) for z # B "[z%] and L(,)(z)>0
in B. Choose =>0, $>0, such that ,(z)+=<u+(z) for r&$|z&z%|r
and define
v(z)={u
+(z)
max(u+(z), ,(z)+=)
if z # 0 "B(z%, r&$)
if z # B.
By 1.2, v is locally a subsolution in 0, hence a subsolution. Furthermore,
v # C%(0 ) and v= g on b0. Thus vu+ by the definition of u+, which is
a contradiction.
We will call u+ the upper weak solution corresponding to g.
Remark 4.1. If we apply the above procedure to the boundary data &g
and the resulting upper weak solution is w+, then u&=&w+ is a unique
weak solution to L(u)=0 in 0, u |b0= g such that u& is the infimum of all
v # usc(0 ) which are weak supersolutions in 0 and u |b0g.
We will call u& the lower weak solution corresponding to g.
Corollary 4.2. Every weak solution u # C%(0 ) of L(u)=0 in 0,
u |b0= g satisfies u+uu& in 0 ( provided 0 is bounded and P-regular).
Because of the nonuniqueness of weak solutions (to the Dirichlet
problem), the maximum principle fails for the differences of weak solutions
u1&u2 . It still holds however, for upper and lower solutions separately.
Proposition 4.3. With 0 as in Lemma 4.1 let u+j (u
&
j ) be upper (lower)
weak solution to the Dirichlet problem L(u)=0 in 0, u= gj on b0,
gj # C%(b0), j=1, 2. Then
(i) max0 (u+1 &u
+
2 )=maxb0 (u
+
1 &u
+
2 )
(i $) min0 (u+1 &u
+
2 )=minb0 (u
+
1 &u
+
2 ) and analogous relations hold
for u&1 &u
&
2 .
(ii) In particular, if g1 g2 then u+1 u
+
2 and u
&
1 u
&
2 in 0 .
Proof. Statement (ii) follows immediately from the definition of u+j and
remark.
To prove that (ii) implies (i), (i$) denote M=maxb0( g1& g2) and
m=minb0( g1& g2). Then g2+m g1 g2+M.
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The following observation follows from the definition of u+.
If u+ is the upper weak solution to L(u)=0, u |b0= g and c is a constant,
then u++c is the upper solution corresponding to g+c. Hence u++m,
u++M are weak solutions to the Dirichlet problems L(u)=0 in 0,
u= g2+m, u= g2+M on b0 respectively and so by (ii), u+2 +m
u+1 u
+
2 +M in 0 , which is equivalent to (i), (i$).
The proof for u&j , j=1, 2 is identical.
Corollary 4.4. Let gj # C%(b0), j=0, 1, 2, ... . Assume that limj= g%uniformly on b0. Let u +j , u
&
j , j=0, 1, 2, ... denote the corresponding upper
and lower weak solutions as in Proposition 4.3. Then u+j  u%
+ and u&j  u%
&
uniformly in 0 .
Proof. max0 |u+j &u%
+ |=maxb0 | gj& g% |.
5. Hulls and Unicity
We will give now an alternative description of u+, u& in terms of hulls.
Denote P(0) the space of all continuous functions in 0 which are p.s.h.
in 0.
For a compact set K/0 define
K P(0 )={z # 0 : u(z)maxK u, \u # P(0 )=
([15]).
We will also write K P or P(0 )-hull of K, instead of K P(0 ) .
Proposition 5.1. Let 0/Cn be a P-regular bounded domain. Let K/0
be compact. Then
(i) K P & b0=K & b0
(ii) K P"K has l.m.p.
Proof. We notice that (i) means that 0 is P-convex in the terminology
of [15].
Consider an arbitrary z% # b0"K. Choose r>0 such that B & K=<,
B=B(z%, r). Let  : B & 0  (&, 0] be a barrier function, like in the
definition of P-regularity corresponding to z% and r. Let
m=max[(z) : r2|z&z%|r, z # 0 ]
and
u(z)={12mmax(12m, (z))
z # 0 "B(z%, 12)
z # B.
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Clearly u # P(0 ) and u(z%)=0, u(z)<0 for z{0. Thus u(z%)=0>maxK u,
i.e. z% # K P .
(ii) Let V be a neighbourhood of K P relative to 0 . Then there is a
function / # P(0 ) such that: /=0 in K and /1 on 0 "V.
To see this, select for every w # 0"V a function w # P(0 ) such that
w(w)>1 and w0 on K P . Replacing w by max(0, w) we can assume
without lost of generality, that w=0 on K P . The inequality w>0 holds
in some neighbourhood Uw of w. Selecting a finite covering Uw1 , ..., Uwn of
0 "V and letting /=max(w1 , ..., wm) we obtain / with the required
properties. Suppose now that K P"K does not have l.m.p., i.e. there are
z% # K P"K, r>0 and a continuous p.s.h. function  (it can be even a p.h.
function) defined in B(z%, r+=), =>0, such that (z%)=:>0, (z)<: for
z # K P & (B(z%, r+=)"[z%]) and (z)<0 for r|z&z%|<r+= and z # K P .
Choose now a relatively open subset V1 of 0 such that
K P"B(z%, r+=)/V1 and V1 & B(z%, r+=)/[<0] and define in
V1 _ B(z%, r+=) a function 1 by
1(z)={max(0, (z))0
if z # B(z%, r+=)
otherwise.
It is easy to see that 1 is a p.s.h. function such that (z%)=:>(z) for
K P"[z%].
Finally, choose a relative neighbourhood of K P in 0 such that
V/V1 _ B(z%, r+=), and let / be a function as in the beginning of the
proof. In particular /=0 on K P and /1 on 0 "V. Denote m=maxV "V 1
and define 2 # usc(0 ) by
2(z)={max(1 , 2m/(z))2m/(z)
if z # V
otherwise.
Since 2m/(z)>1(z) in some neighbourhood of V , 2 # P(0 ). On the
other hand 1=2 on K P and so :=2(z%)>2(z) on K P"[z%] i.e.
2(z%)>maxK 2 which means z% # K P , i.e. a contradiction.
Proposition 5.2. Let g, 0 be as in Lemma 4.1. Let Yt=P(0 )-hull of
[ gt], for t # [min g, max g]. Then for z # 0
u&(z)=inf [t : z # Yt].
Similarly
u+(z)=sup[t : z # P(0 )-hull of [ gt]].
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Proof. Denote v(z)=inf[t : z # Yt], z # 0 . We will show that v=u&. By
Proposition 5.1, Yt & b0=[ gt]. Hence v= g on b0. We have
(a) Ys /Yt if s<t
(b) s>t Ys=Yt for min gtmax g.
(a) is obvious. As for (b), let Z=s>tYs . Then Z#Yt by (a). To prove
the reverse inclusion note that (Ys"b0)’s have l.m.p. by 5.1, (ii), are
relatively closed in 0 and form a monotone family with respect to inclu-
sion. Hence s>t(Ys"b0)=Z"b0 has l.m.p. (see [16] for details).
Let u # P(0 ). By the properties of l.m.p. sets we have
max
Z
u= max
Z & b0
u= max
[ gt]
u
and consequently Z/[ g t]P=Yt .
(a), (b) imply immediately that [vc]=Yc ; thus u is a l.s.c. function on
0 , and, since Ys"b0=[v<c] has l.m.p. (whenever it is not empty), v |0 is
a weak supersolution. Since v= g on b0, we obtain vu&. Thus for
every c
Yc /[ gc]=[z # 0 : v(z)c]/[z # 0 : u&(z) g].
But since the latter set has l.m.p., it must be contained in the P(0 )-hull
of [ gc]=Yc . Thus Yc=[u&(z)c] and [vc]=[u&c], for every
c, i.e. v=u& in 0.
Corollary 5.3. Let 0, g satisfy the assumption of Lemma 4.1. Then for
all c, c
%
# R
(i) [u&c]=[ g c]P ,
(i $) [u+c
%
]=[ g c]P ,
(ii) cc
%
[ g= c]P=[ g c%]P ,
(ii $) cc
%
[ g= c]P=[ g c%]P ,
(iii) [ g= c]P=[u+c],
(iv) [u&c]=[ g c]P & [ g c]P .
Proof. (i) was established within the last proof; (i$) follows by replacing
g by &g, u+ by u& etc. ... .
(ii) The inclusion ‘‘/’’ is obvious. As for the converse, [ g c
%
]P=
[u&c
%
] (by (i)), and
[u&c
%
]= .
cc
%
[u&=c]/ .
cc
%
[ g= c]P ,
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because [u&=c]"[ g=c], which has l.m.p. by 3.3, (iv), must be contained
in the hull [ g= c]P .
(ii$) is analogous.
To prove (iii), (iv) denote F=[u+c] and
F & [u&c]=[ g c]P & [ g c]P
by (i), (i$). Clearly [ g= c]P /F. It remains to show that F/[ g= c]P .
Since F & b0=[ g=c], by Proposition 4.3, (b), it is enough to show
that F"b0 has l.m.p.. Now 0"F=[u+<c] _ [u&>c]. The last two sets
are pseudoconvex (by properties of weak solutions) and disjoint (because
u&u+), hence their union 0"F is pseudoconvex. Its complement in 0
which is F, must have l.m.p. (see beginning of this section). This completes
the proof.
Corollary 5.4. Let 0/C2 be bounded, P-regular and g # C%(b0). If
the problem L(u)=0 in 0, u= g on b0 has a unique solution u, then
[u=c]=[u= c]P=[ g= c]P
for every c # R.
Proof.
[u= c]P=[ g= c]P=[u+c] & [u&c]=[uc] & [uc]
(by 3.3, (iv) and the last corollary).
Proposition 5.5. Let 0/C2 be bounded, P-regular and g # C%(b0).
Then
(i) the Dirichlet problem L(u)=0 in 0, u= g on b0 has a unique solu-
tion u if and only if [ g= c1]P & [ g= c1]P=< whenever c1 {c2 ;
(ii) if every hull [ g= c]P , c # [min g, max g] has empty interior the
Dirichlet problem has unique solution.
Proof.
(i) If u is any weak solution, then [u=c]/[ g= c]P for every c.
Since in addition
0 = .
c # R
[u=c]/ .
c # R
[g= c]P=0
we obtain that the assumption that sets [ g= c]P are mutually disjoint
implies that [u=c]=[ g= c]P for every c, which means that u is unique.
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On the other hand, by Cor. 5.4, if u is unique then [ g= c]P=[u=c] for
every c, and the level sets [u=c] are clearly mutually disjoint, i.e. the hulls
must be mutually disjoint.
(ii) Suppose the solution is not unique, in particular u+(z%){u&(z%)
at some point z% # 0. Choose c
%
such that u&(z%)<c
%
<u+(z%). Then there
is r>0 (u& and u+ are continuous) such that u&(z)<c
%
<u+(z) for
z # B(z%, r). Thus
B(z%, r)/[u&c
%
] & [u+c
%
]=[ g c
%
]P & [ g c%]P=[ g= c%]P
by Corollary 5.3, (iii), i.e. the hull [ g= c
%
]P has nonempty interior, con-
trary to the assumption.
Remark 5.1. We obtain a posteriori that in case all the hulls [ g= c]P
have empty interior, then they must be mutually disjoint.
It remains a tantalizing open problem whether emptiness of the interiors
of the hulls [ g= c]P and of the level sets [u=c] is a necessary condition
for the uniqueness of solutions.
In connection with this question we introduce the following terminal
definition.
Let g # C%(b0). We say that g is admissible if
(a) all level sets [ g=c] have empty interior relative to b0 and
(b) if m=min g and M=max g, then
[ g= m]P=[ g=m]/b0
and
[ g= M]P=[ g=M]/b0.
Theorem 5.6. Let 0/C2 be bounded, P-regular and let g # C%(b0).
(i) If all the level sets [u=c] of all the weak solutions (to L(u)=0,
u |b0= g) have empty interior, then the Dirichlet problem has a unique weak
solution (corresponding to g).
(ii) If, in addition, g is admissible and if the Dirichlet problem has a
weak solution u
%
whose all level sets have empty interior then u
%
is a unique
solution.
Proof. (i) Suppose that the solution is not unique, in particular
u+{u&. We will construct a solution u
%
with some level set containing
a neighbourhood. Choose z% and u
%
such that u&(z%)<c
%
<u+(z%). Let
r>0 be such that u&(z)<c
%
<u+(z) for z # B=B(z%, r). Let F=
[u&c
%
] & [u+c
%
]. Then B/F. Clearly, the sets [u&c
%
], [u+c
%
]
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and F are mutually disjoint and cover 0 , hence the following is a good
definition of a function on 0 :
u&(z) if u&(z)>c
%
u
%
(z)={u+(z) if u+(z)<c%c
%
if z # F.
Since [u
%
=c
%
]#B, it remains to show that u
%
is a weak solution to
L(u)=0 in 0 (it is clear that u
%
= g on b0). The following relations are
clear:
[u
%
c]=[u+c] if c<c
%
[u
%
c]=[u&c] if cc
%
[u
%
c]=[u&c] if c>c
%
[u
%
c]=[u+c] if c<c
%
.
Thus all the sets [u
%
c] and [u
%
c], c # [min g, max g] are closed in 0
and have l.m.p., and so u
%
is a (continuous) weak solution by 3.3, (iii).
(ii) Fix c
%
>m. We will show that
[u
%
c] & [ g= c
%
]P=< (5.1)
for every mcc
%
.
Since
[u
%
=m]/[ g= m]P=[ g=m]/b0,
by the admissibility of g, the relation (5.1) holds for c=m, and so for
mcm+=, =>0. Let c* be the largest number with the property that
(5.1) holds for every c such that mc<c*. We will show c*=c
%
.
Suppose not, i.e. c*<c
%
. Let Y=[ g= c
%
]P"b0, U=0"Y, Xc=[u%c].
We claim that we are in the situation of modified ‘‘Kontinuita tsatz’’
recalled at the beginning of Section 3. Indeed, Y has l.m.p. and so U is
pseudoconvex and Xc has l.m.p. by 3.3. Since [u=c] are nowhere dense
X=lim sup
c  c*&0
X c=X c*
and for every c<c*, X c & Y =<, as well as
Z=(X c"Xc)=[ g=c*]
is disjoint from Y . The ‘‘Kontinuita tsatz’’ states that X & Y=<, i.e.
[u
%
c*] & [ g= c
%
]P=<,
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which contradicts the assumption that c* is the largest number with this
property.
Thus c*=c
%
, i.e. (5.1) holds.
It is completely analogous to obtain that
[u
%
c] & [ g= c
%
]P=< (5.2)
for every c
%
<cM.
Combining (5.1) and (5.2) we conclude that
[u
%
{c
%
] & [ g= c
%
]P=<,
i.e. [ g= c
%
]P /[u%=c%].
In particular, [ g= c
%
]P has empty interior for every c% (since [u%=c%]
has), and so the solution must be unique by 5.5.
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